Monthly News Letter
~ June 2015 ~
New Members:
Ken Lee
Carl Freeman
Michael & Sara West
John Murphy
Stacey Wortham

May 1st
May 4th
May 5th
May 18th
May 29th

Ladies Red Shoe Tournament ~ Our
annual Ladies Red Shoe Tournament will be held
Wednesday, June 10th.
This has been a great fundraiser for our golf
course over the last few years with full support of
the membership. There are several areas that we
still need member help: on-course spotters during
the event, pre-tournament setup personnel, and
bag-loading staff the morning of the event, and
other miscellaneous volunteers.
Our Simpathy for Your Loss ~ In the last
two months we have lost two long term members
and avid supporters of the club.
John Warren Entered Rest April 7th
unexpectedly. He was a constant volunteer, past
board member and multiple hole sponsor on the
golf course. He will be missed by all his friends!

1928 Hygeia Road
Greenbrier, TN 37073

Friday Night Couples ~ The starting time
for Couples Friday night golf has moved to 5:30 in
hopes of more participation by our working
couples.
Note from the General Manager ~
Seen any Ball Marks on our greens? A mark
fixed when it happens will repair in 1-2 days. Left
untreated can take up to 21 days to repair itself. If
nothing else, please remember this - push your
ball marks back toward the center; do not lift or
twist harshly. Ball marks can be fixed just as
expertly with a two-pronged tool or tee by
following these three simple rules:
1. Shorten the tee/prong length to no
more than 1/2" to 3/4". This can be accomplished
easily where the forefinger acts as a base, with the
thumb providing the pushing action.
2. Push the ball mark from the back side
first. As a golf ball lands on a green, the "back" side
of the ball mark will have the most turf
displacement. This is where the most pushing
should occur, and with some ball marks this is all
that is needed.
3. Push the ball mark from the sides. The
two sides of the ball mark can also be slightly
displaced, so the second and third areas to push
back are the sides. In some cases a small amount of
twisting may be necessary, but under no
circumstances should the turf be ripped toward the
center. Also, the leading edge of the ball mark
generally requires no pushing, as the turf has not
been affected.
Please help us keep our greens looking their
best.
Brent D. Edmister, PGA General Manager
Upcoming Calendar of Events
Ladies Red Shoe Tournament
4th of July - Club Wide Scramble

John Warren

June 10th
July 4th

Frankie Johns headed to the Big Blue Nation
in the Sky May 13th. He was a constant fixture
around the golf course and through the years has
played with about every group at the club. The UK
cheering section will be much weaker now.
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